Tiks token: Whitepaper
Tiks token is Community driven. Tiks Token goal is to make time a form of exchange in the real
world and in the metaverse. We have converted time into a cryptocurrency.

Mission
Our mission is for the community to make sure that time will have the same value and will be
equal for everyone financially. Every Tiks Token is equal to a second on the clock so if everyone
has the same value for time it would make it easier to operate, trade, buy and do most things in
the metaverse.

TYPE OF TOKEN

Tiks Token is an ERC-20 token. ERC-20 has emerged as the technical standard; it is used for all
smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain for token implementation and provides a list of
rules that all Ethereum-based tokens must follow.

USE CASE
Time to make the statement time is money true for the metaverse by letting the community
determine the value of time. The token will be a form of exchange and can be used for
commerce, trade, services etc… By using the token users can make every second count (tiks of
the clock). TIKS will allow users to invest and capitalize off of time. Users will be able to stake
TIKS to earn more time (TIKS).

BENIFITS

Staking allows users to accumulate more Tiks Tokens for use. Longer staking is in best interest
for users. There will also be burns that will add value to the market cap and give more value to
the community.

SUMMARY

With land parcels, buildings, stores, music, entertainment etc being developed in the
metaverse. We know all these things take time and cost to produce. If you are not developing
these things yourself the developers are producing these things and are charging for there time.
That is where Tiks come into play. Tiks will give time a value that will be the same for everyone.

For security of the community liquidity will be locked.

